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ABSTRACT 

The use of several ingredients in cosmetic formulations can often result in long ingredient lists, 

which can be daunting for consumers. While each of these particular ingredients serves a purpose, 

some are petroleum-based and may have adverse effects on the environment or human health. 

Ferulic acid, a para-hydroxycinnamic acid present in numerous agro-industrial by-products, 

exhibits anti-microbial, antioxidant and UV-filtering properties. In this work, ferulic acid was 

functionalized through chemo-enzymatic reaction steps (80 to 93% isolated yields) applying green 

chemistry principles, by using various natural fatty alcohols. The resulting compounds have 

demonstrated good emollient properties through physico-chemical and spreading evaluations. Two 
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green metrics (Mass Intensity and Ecoscale) were used to assess the synthesis of these novel 

emollients, which were found to have a very low environmental impact. The findings of this study 

could provide a novel solution for multifunctional, bio-based ingredients in cosmetic formulations 

while reducing the environmental impact of the products. 

KEYWORDS 
Ferulic acid, Green Chemistry, Multifunctional emollients, Cosmetic ingredients, Texture 

properties  

INTRODUCTION 
Cosmetic formulations are complex systems composed of multiple ingredients. Each of these 

ingredients has a particular function in the final formulation and is thus essential. For example, 

antioxidants protect the formulation from oxidation and preservatives from the growth of 

microorganisms. UV-filters protect the consumer’s skin when exposed to sunlight.1 Emollients 

are essential for the protecting, conditioning, softening and smoothing effects of the skin.2,3 

However, this long list of ingredients can be alarming for the consumer. Moreover, these 

ingredients are often petroleum-based and sometimes suspected as potential endocrine disruptors 

(like some UV-filters or preservatives for example),4–7 or having adverse effects on the 

environment (like octinoxate, a commonly used UV-filter, that can have adverse effects on some 

coral species, or silicones than can be persistent and accumulate in the environment).8–10 The 

cosmetic industry is looking for competitive multifunctional ingredients, on the one hand, in 

order to reduce the list of ingredients and for bio-based ingredients, on the other hand, to propose 

more natural products. 

Ferulic acid is present in non-neglectable quantities in some agricultural co-products11–13 and 

has been proven to have anti-microbial and antioxidant properties.14–19 Several studies have 
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shown that ferulic acid-derivatives can exhibit both aforementioned activities, as well as UV-

filtering properties.20–22 In addition, endocrinian disruption tests conducted on ferulic acid 

derivatives has proven negative.23 All these advantages make ferulic acid the perfect synthon for 

the design of multifunctional ingredients. 

Emollients are not only essential to the structure of the formulation but also have complex 

sensory properties that can be linked to multiple characteristics, such as an ease of spreading, 

softness during and after application, filmogenic properties, etc. Unfortunately, ferulic acid does 

not have the textural properties to be used as an emollient and the challenge of this study was its 

modification into a multifunctional emollient suitable for cosmetic formulations. For the 

modification of ferulic acid into corresponding emollients, different synthetic pathways have 

been considered. Fisher or Steglich esterifications would have required intensive distillation to 

remove excess of fatty alcohol or unsustainable conditions and delicate purification step (i.e. 

removing urea derivatives) respectively, and were discarded.24 Starting from the corresponding 

aldehyde, vanillin, Wittig reaction25 or Knoevenagel condensation21,26 could be envisaged. The 

first one using triphenyl phosphonium salt presented a poor atom economy profile, whereas the 

second one could be sustainable but purification step was needed to eliminate the remaining 

aldehyde.  Thus, a chemo-enzymatic pathway was preferred to decrease the environmental 

impact of the synthesis, while achieving total conversions and reaching excellent yields. 

Several studies have been carried out on the extraction and/or modification of bio-based 

molecules to be used as high added value compounds for cosmetic applications, such as UV 

filtering,27–29 antioxidant,22,30,31 antimicrobial32,33 or antityrosinase34,35 activities. In 2022, 

Goussard et al36 published a review on bio-based alternatives to volatile silicones. This review 

presents emollients such as hydrocarbons and oxygenated oils (e.g., fatty esters) that can either 
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be petroleum- or bio-based. Most hydrocarbons are petroleum-based, like paraffin oil for 

example which is composed of a mixture of ramified alkanes, obtained after distillation and 

fractionation of crude petroleum,37,38 but some hydrocarbons can also be obtained from 

renewable resources.39,40 Fatty esters, which can be bio-based, are also largely used as silicone-

like emollients.41,42 

The originality of this study is the association of (1) the development of a new family of bio-

based molecules from ferulic acid with respect to green chemistry principles, and (2) the 

characterization of these molecules from their protective properties to their complex and various 

emollient characteristics in term of texture and interaction with skin.  

The best way to assess these novel emollients would have been to set up in vivo sensory analysis 

on a trained expert panel, nevertheless this method requires a prior innocuity testing of all novel 

ingredients. Thus, in addition of anti-UV, antiradical and antimicrobial tests, our compounds 

were characterized through physico-chemical and in vitro texture tests, leading to 4 properties: 

viscosity, density, surface activity and spontaneous spreadability. Several studies showed that 

those particular properties are linked to functional emollients performances: Douguet et al43 

developed predictive models to predict the spreading behavior of emollients based on those 

physico-chemical measurements; Chao et al.44 established a correlation between sensory 

analyses results and physico-chemical ones; Goussard et al36 reviewed various previous works 

that established relationships between physicochemical properties and functional emollients 

performances. All these criteria will give a roadmap for selecting compound(s) matching a 

defined application. Finally, the environmental impact of the novel bio-based emollients was 

assessed through the calculation of two green metrics: MI and Ecoscale.45,46,46 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Synthesis and sustainability assessment of novel bio-based emollients 

The synthesis of the novel bio-based emollients is based on the work of Pion et al.47 who 

developed a new chemo-enzymatic pathway to obtain bis- and trisphenols as building blocks for 

polymer chemistry. Here the cited method was adapted to the synthesis of monophenols from 

renewable ferulic acid and natural alcohols. The goal was to (1) provide ferulic acid with new 

emollient characteristics while taking advantage of its multifunctionality, as well as (2) 

determine structure-activity relationships. 

Firstly, ferulic acid was esterified into ethyl ferulate (EtFe) through fisher esterification 

followed or not by the reduction of the double bond between the ester and the aromatic cycle, to 

obtain ethyl dehydroferulate (EtHFe). These two first steps allow to enhance the reactivity of 

ferulic acid towards a lipase-mediated transesterification, as shown by Reano et al.48 It also 

decreases the fusion temperature of ferulic acid (which has a melting point of about 170°C), to 

56 and 45°C for EtFe and EtHFe respectively. The enzymatic transesterifications were then 

performed at a temperature of 75°C, without adding any organic solvent, as EtFe or EtHFe were 

liquids.  

Scheme 1 summarizes the enzymatic transesterification of EtHFe or EtFe into different 

monophenols using the corresponding fatty alcohols (ROH). Monophenols are named as follows: 

the first G, C, F or Ol stands for the corresponding fatty alcohols (respectively geraniol, 

citronellol, farnesol or oleyl alcohol) with an eventual H first if the fatty alcohol is saturated 

(hydrogenated), MF for mono ferulate and HF for hydrogenation of the ferulate (if relevant). For 

example, HGMF-HF stands for Hydrogenated Geranial Mono Ferulate – with Hydrogenated 

Ferulate (EtHFe). 
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Six monophenols with a double C-C conjugated bond with their aromatic cycle were obtained 

from equimolar quantities of EtFe and the different bio-based alcohols. This first group of 

molecules will further be referred to as the conjugated monophenols. Six analogues to the first 

monophenols (without any double C-C conjugated bond with their aromatic cycle) were obtained 

from equimolar quantities of EtHFe and the same alcohols. The second group will further be 

referred to as the non-conjugated monophenols. All reactions were performed at multigram scale. 

Scheme 1. Chemo-enzymatic synthesis of ferulic acid-based monophenols 

 

 

With respect to previously published data47,49,50 for the synthesis of bis- or trisphenols, our 

synthesis does not require any excess of EtFe or EtHFe to achieve their full conversion (follow 

by H-NMR, Figures S25 and S26) into the corresponding monophenols, while observing very 

good to excellent isolated yields after 24 to 48 h. Indeed, we obtained yields from 80 to 93% 

while using equimolar quantities of both reagents (EtFe or EtHFe and the alcohol) and 10 to 20 

% w/w of Candida antarctica lipase B (CAL B) immobilized on resin. This allowed to avoid the 

time and money consuming step of purification by flash chromatography. The immobilized 
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enzyme was simply filtered off and could be further reused. It is to notice that reactions carried 

on EtFe led globally to slightly lower yield than those on EtHFe due to already known lower 

reactivity of the conjugated ester. 

To evaluate the environmental impact of the novel bio-based obtained emollients, the 

Ecoscale45 of each reaction step was calculated. This tool has been designed to give chemical 

reactions a score ranking from 0 to 100 (the latter representing an ideal reaction), based on 6 

parameters that can give penalty points to the assessed reaction: the yield, the price of each 

reaction components, the general safety of the reaction, the technical setup that is used, the time 

and temperature necessary and the workup/ purification needed to recover the product. The 

Ecoscale is thus calculated as follows: 100 points minus the sum of individual penalties for each 

category. A score superior to 75 is considered excellent, between 75 and 50 is acceptable and 

below 50 is inadequate. This green metric allows to evaluate how the assessed reactions follow 

or not several green chemistry principles, such as principles 3 (less hazardous synthesis), 5 

(benign solvents and auxiliaries) and 12 (inherently benign chemistry for accident prevention) 

with the assessment of the safety of the reaction; principle 6 (design for energy efficiency) is also 

evaluated through other parameters. 

Details of Ecoscale calculation for every reaction are available in supporting information 

(Tables S1 to S15). For the transesterification reactions, the technical setup was a reduced 

pressure of 50 mbar, which needs a little more equipment than a common setup; therefore a 1-

point penalty was attributed to this category. Some extra penalties have been given for the use of 

acetone which is a flammable solvent, and for the duration and temperature of the reaction. No 

penalty was given for the workup/purification, as a simple filtration was needed since the 

reaction was done with equimolar quantities. Finally, the very good yields of the reaction only 
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gave a 3.5 to 10-points penalty. This adds up to the overall penalty of 12.5 to 19, giving Ecoscale 

values between 81 to 87.5, which is considered excellent (Table 1). The synthesis of EtFe, EtHFe 

and H-Farnesol ranked at 83, 72 and 76.5, respectively, which can be considered as very good to 

excellent scores.  

Table 1. Ecoscale and MI (mass intensity) values for every reaction 

Name Ecoscale 
Mass Intensity 

With 
solvents 

Without 
solvents 

EtFe 83 24.5 4,4 

EtHFe 72 13.3 3,1 

H-Farnesol 76.5 10.7 3,1 

GMF 81 10.9 2,8 

CMF 81 10.8 2,8 

FMF 84.5 8.5 2,4 

HGMF 84.5 9.9 2,6 

HFMF 87.5 7.9 2,2 

OlMF 81 8.4 2,5 

GMF-HF 83.5 10 2,5 

CMF-HF 86.5 9.3 2,4 

FMF-HF 86.5 8 2,2 

HGMF-HF 86 9.7 2,5 

HFMF-HF 85 8.1 2,2 

OlMF-HF 87.5 7.1 2 

 

The Ecoscale can be used as a quick tool for the evaluation of a process, but it has some flaws. 

Especially, it does not consider the atom economy of the process (principle 2 of green chemistry 

principles). In addition, the mass intensity (MI)46,51 of the reactions were calculated. It considers 

the mass of all matter (reagents, solvents, catalysts, treatment solutions), except water, that is 

necessary to obtain 10 mmol of product. This sum is then divided by the mass of 10 mmol of 

product. We can thus consider that the closer to 1 the MI, the better the atom economy. 

Syntheses were given MI scores ranging from 7.1 to 10.9 for the enzymatic transesterifications, 
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which are quite good scores. The synthesis of EtFE, EtHFe and H-Farnesol have MI scores of 

24.5, 13.3 and 10.7, respectively. Since the solvents used in the process (acetone, AcOEt and 

EtOH) could be recovered and further reused, we also calculated the MI of the reactions by 

removing the solvent masses: 2 to 2.8 for the monophenols, and between 4.4 and 3.1 for the 

other reactions. These results are in accordance with principle 2 of green chemistry principles as 

mentioned, but also with principle 1 (prevent waste). All results of MI are available in the 

supporting information (Tables S1 to S15). 

Based on the aforementioned data, we can conclude that the sustainability of the synthetic 

routes can be considered as very good to excellent. Indeed, the synthesis of the novel emollients 

follows several green chemistry principles as mentioned above. Four other principles were 

considered while designing the syntheses: principles 4 (design benign chemicals), 7 (use of 

renewable feedstock), 8 (reduce derivatives) and 9 (catalysis). 

Characterization of the novel emollients 

UV-filtering results 
The absorbance of all monophenols and two commercial UV-filters (avobenzone and 

octinoxate) was measured before and after a 1-hour irradiation (λ = 300 nm, P = 8.32 W/m2). As 

references, the same protocol was applied to EtFe, EtHFe and Ferulic acid. The conjugated 

monophenols show a maximum of absorbance at about 327 nm, with a relative absorbance 

between 0.20 and 0.27. After 1-h of irradiation, their maximum of absorbance decreases by 8% 

to 27%. While EtFe has the same maximum wavelength, it has been found to have a much lower 

absorbance (0.14), that decrease by 94% after 1 hour of irradiation. EtFe absorbs less than 

conjugated monophenols and is totally unstable unlike corresponding monophenols.  
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As expected, as it has been demonstrated by Dean et al52 that the aromatic conjugation plays 

an important role in the UV properties of hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives, the UV absorbance 

of the conjugated monophenols was far better than their non-conjugated analogues that exhibit a 

maximum of absorbance around 282 nm and have a relative absorbance between 0.03 and 0.06. 

EtHFe was found to have similar absorbance than non-conjugated monophenols, but showed 

100% of degradation after 1 hour of irradiation. 

A representative example is given in Figure 1, the conjugated monophenol (FMF) absorbs in a 

broad range of wavelengths, covering a part of the UVA as well as the UVB. Although lower 

than that of the synthetic references (which have maximums of absorbance of 0.46 and 0.31), its 

absorbance remains good (0.25), while its non-conjugated analogue (FMF-HF) has a small 

absorbance in the UVB range. Ferulic acid has two maximums of absorbance almost 

corresponding to the ones of FMF and FMF-HF, but experienced an almost total degradation 

after 1 hour of irradiation. Comparison with starting materials (EtFe, EtHFe and Ferulic acid) 

showed that modifications allowed the obtention of more stable and more effective compounds 

towards UVs. Overall, compared to the references, all monophenols have been found to have 

good stability after 1 h of irradiation. All numerical values can be found in Table S17.
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Figure 1. Absorbance spectra of FMF (in red), FMF-HF (in purple), Ferulic acid (in yellow), 

octinoxate (in grey) and avobenzone (in black) before (plain curves) and after (dotted curves) 1-h 

irradiation (λ = 300 nm, P = 8.32 W/m2) for solutions at 10 µM in ethanol.  

Antiradical activities results 
DPPH assays53 were used to assess the antiradical properties of the new compounds. BHT, a 

commercial synthetic antioxidant used in cosmetic formulation, and α-tocopherol (αT), which 

can be a natural alternative to synthetic antioxidants, were used as benchmarks. EtFe, EtHFe and 

Ferulic acid were also evaluated by following the same protocol. For every sample, we 

calculated EC50 that correspond to the minimal quantity of compound necessary to reduce 50 % 

of the free radical DPPH°. 

As a general trend, unlike what was observed for the UV absorbance, the antiradical activity of 

the non-conjugated monophenols is statistically higher than their conjugated counterparts (Figure 

2). This phenomenon has been explained by Reano et al.48: after the coupling of two radical 

hydroxycinnamic acid derivatives, the saturated ones can regenerate part of the phenol through 

dismutation, whereas the unsaturated ones cannot undergo dismutation (Scheme 2).  
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Figure 2. EC50 of conjugated monophenols (plain areas) and their non-conjugated analogues 

(hatched areas), compared to two references (grey areas). 

All non-conjugated monophenols have significantly higher antiradical activities than the two 

benchmarks (lower EC50), while some of the conjugated monophenols exhibit antiradical 

activities that are non-significantly (p-value > 0.134) different than that of αT (GMF, FMF, 

HGMF and OlMF). All monophenols have antiradical activities that are 3 to 17 times lower than 

the ones of EtFE, EtHFe and Ferulic acid that were found to have EC50 of 80.4±1.9, 41.5±2.3 

and 60.8±8.4 nmol respectively. All tested monophenols have good to excellent antiradical 

activities (EC50 < 15 nmol), that have been enhanced compared to starting materials, and could 

be a bio-based alternative to synthetic antioxidants, such as BHT. 

Scheme 2. Hypothetical formation of quinone methide and regeneration of monophenol through 

dismutation of saturated monophenol (adaptation of scheme 3 by Reano et al.48) 
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Results of physico-chemical characterizations 
Previous studies have linked density, surface tension, viscosity and spreadability to functional 

emollient performances.36,43,44 The novel emollients were then assessed for these four 

characteristics and compared to two reference emollients: pentaerythrityl tetraethylhexanoate 

(DUB PTO) and castor oil. DUB PTO is a star-shaped ramified fatty ester used to give 

consistency and structure to cosmetic creams,36,43,54 and castor oil is a vegetable oil which is 

known for its high viscosity.43 Those two references are frequently used in skincare products for 

their various functionalities,55–58 and will thus enable to discover the potential of the novel 

emollients.  

The density of all monophenols was found at about 1.02 ± 0.03, which is significantly higher 

than typically used emollients,36,43 such as castor oil or DUB PTO (that both have a density of 

0.96). Direct emulsions are more stable if the density of the fatty phase is close to that of the 

aqueous phase, preventing creaming or sedimentation. For example, one can suppose that an 

emulsion prepared with FMF-HF (density = 1.01 ± 0.001) as part of the dispersed phase will 

exhibit better stability over time than the same emulsion prepared with castor oil .  

The surface tension of the novel monophenols was found between 25 and 34 mN/m2, which is 

in the range of other emollients: Douguet et al43 found that mineral oils exhibit an average 

surface tension of 29.1 ± 2.9, for vegetable oils, they found a surface tension of 32.8 ± 0.9 and 

29.1 ± 2.1 for esters; DUB PTO and Castor Oil surface tensions are in the same range, 

respectively 27.8 ± 1.00 and 29.0 ± 1.3 (Figure 3a). Some monophenols (HFMF-HF, CMF, 

HGMF and OlMF for example) have surface tensions that are not significantly different than the 

two chosen references (p-value > 0.829). Numerical values for surface tension and density, as 

well as all protocols, are available in S.I. 
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During rheological measurements, all samples presented a Newtonian behavior. The dynamic 

viscosity at the Newtonian plateau is correlated to the tackiness, stickiness and spreadability of 

emollients: the lower the viscosity, the better the spreading and the lower the tackiness and 

stickiness.43,59  

The viscosity of non-conjugated monophenols has been found between 86 and 165 mPa.s 

(Figure 3a). Douguet et al43 studied the properties of 53 typically used emollients and established 

ranges for their viscosities, depending on their structural family: the non-conjugated 

monophenols exhibit viscosities in the range of some vegetable and mineral oils, and long chain 

and/or ramified silicones and esters.36,44 The less viscous of the conjugated monophenols (OlMF, 

HFMF, FMF) have a viscosity between 643 and 983 mPa.s, comparable to long-chain 

dimethicone, castor oil, or glycerine, whereas GMF, CMF, HGMF present the highest 

viscosities.  

 

Figure 3a. Viscosity at the Newtonian plateau (histogram, at the bottom) and surface tension 

(dots, at the top) of conjugated monophenols (plain areas) and their non-conjugated analogues 

(hatched areas), and of 2 commercial references (grey areas). Viscosity values are shown in a 
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logarithmic scale. 3b. Spreading area of conjugated monophenols (plain areas) and their non-

conjugated analogues (hatched areas) compared to two commercial references (grey areas). 

The ease of spreading of emollients is directly linked to applicative properties and distribution 

of product on the skin.43,54 The spontaneous spreading area was obtained on Vitroskin®, a non-

biological skin substrate that can mimic the topography, pH, critical surface tension, chemical 

reactivity and ionic strength of the human skin.60 10 µL of each sample were deposited at the 

center of a 6.5 cm side square of a hydrated Vitro-skin®. This square piece of Vitro-skin® was 

then kept in the hydration chamber for 10 minutes to allow the spreading of the sample. 

Spontaneous spreading values were then determined by calculating the area of the spreading 

zone using the Image J software (spreading area, divided by the quantity of sample and the 

spreading time).  

Three of the non-conjugated monophenols (ie GMF-HF, FMF-HF, HGMF-HF) have 

spreadability between 3.70 and 4.70 mm²/µL/min (Figure 3b), which is not significantly different 

to that of DUB PTO (p-value > 0.446). CMF-HF has the highest spreadibility, which is 

significantly higher than that of DUB PTO. The last two non-conjugated monophenols (ie 

HFMF-HF, OlMF-HF) have lower spreadability, between that of DUB PTO and Castor Oil. The 

conjugated monophenols have spreadability between 71 and 115 mm² that are not significantly 

different to that of Castor Oil (p-values between 0.160 and 1.000).  

Several studies have shown that surface tension is linked to spreading properties: the higher the 

surface tension, the lower the spreadability.36,43 The results recorded herein are in accordance 

with this observation (Figure 3). The non-conjugated monophenols have been found to have 

higher spontaneous spreadability and lower surface tension than their conjugated analogues.  
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For all tested physico-chemical characteristics, corresponding monophenols are competitive to 

emollients like DUB PTO or castor oil, while bringing additional active properties (UV-filtering 

and/or antiradical activities) as mentioned previously. Those results could be an interesting tool 

to help choosing appropriate emollients for further formulation analyses, according to the desired 

textural properties, and depending on the targeted application and the skin area to cover (body 

milk for a large area or eye cream, for example, for a small area). 

Antimicrobial assays 
Cosmetic products are commonly formulated with synthetic preservatives such as parabens or 

phenoxyethanol, that efficiently prevent the growth of microorganisms. Unfortunately, some 

studies show their negative impacts on human health.5,6 In this respect, bio-based alternatives to 

synthetic preservatives, with a broad spectrum of inhibition toward several types of 

microorganisms are of considerable interest to the cosmetic sector. As ferulic derivatives can 

exhibit such inhibition, a preliminary study was conducted on the growth of two bacteria, a gram 

-: Escherichia coli (E. coli) and a gram +: Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis) at different 

concentrations of monophenols. As references, the inhibition of ethyl paraben as well as starting 

materials (i.e. EtFe, EtHFe and Ferulic acid) was studied towards the same microorganisms. 

Ethyl paraben showed really good inhibition towards both microorganisms (for a concentration 

of less than 2.5% w/v, see Table 2). All starting materials showed really good inhibitions too, for 

concentrations of 2.5 or less than 2.5% w/v. 

Unfortunately, GMF and CMF were not soluble in the solution used for the tests so we could 

not determine their antimicrobial properties. The other tested molecules either exhibited an 

inhibition toward B. subtilis or E. coli, except for OlMF-HF that exhibited no inhibition. CMF-

HF was the only monophenol exhibiting an inhibition toward both bacteria, but at least 5% w/v 
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was necessary. Four other monophenols exhibited good inhibition (for < 2.5% w/v) toward B. 

subtilis: HGMF, HFMF and their non-conjugated analogues. The common feature of the four 

molecules being the saturated fatty alcohol, one can assume that this chemical structure is a key 

feature for higher antimicrobial activity. Overall, monophenols showed less inhibition than the 

reference and the starting materials, probably due to solubility and diffusion issues.  

It is important to note that this assay is only the first step for the characterization of 

antimicrobial properties. It allows to make a first selection between different molecules that 

could exhibit potential inhibition but does not show the effect of the tested molecules toward the 

bacteria, i.e. bactericidal or bacteriostatic effect. It could be interesting to further investigate 

those effects with the four monophenols that exhibited the best anti-bacterial effect, as well as 

the role of the saturation. 

Table 2. Relative inhibition of two microorganisms toward the synthesized monophenols, 

compared to starting materials and a reference 

Name 
Inhibitiona  

B. subtilis E. coli 

GMF 
N/Db 

CMF 

FMF - ++ 

HGMF +++ - 

HFMF +++ - 

OlMF - + 

GMF-HF - ++ 

CMF-HF + + 

FMF-HF - + 

HGMF-HF +++ - 

HFMF-HF +++ - 

OlMF-HF - - 

EtFe +++ +++ 

EtHFe +++ +++ 

Ferulic acid ++ +++ 

Ethyl paraben +++ +++ 
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a +: inhibition observed for at least 5% w/v of sample; ++: inhibition observed for at least 2.5% 

w/v of sample; +++: inhibition observed for less than 2.5% w/v of sample; -: no inhibition 

observed. bN/D: non-determined 

Structure/activity relationship of the multifunctional monophenols 

A principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted on the 7 properties (UV absorbance, 

antiradical activity, density, viscosity, surface tension, spontaneous spreading and anti-microbial 

properties) that were tested to describe the 12 novel monophenols (Figure 4). The benchmarks 

that were used to compare monophenols to typically used molecules for every given property 

were not assessed for all 7 properties but only for the ones that they are intended for. For 

example, DUB PTO is an emollient with interesting physico-chemical properties such as 

viscosity, surface tension or spreading capabilities, but has no UV-filtering or antiradical 

activity. On the other hand, octinoxate is a commercial UV-filter but its melting point is above 

25°C so its viscosity and spontaneous spreading could not be measured under applied conditions. 

Finally, the starting materials (i.e. EtFe, EtHFe and Ferulic acid) are also solid below 25°C and 

have thus not been used as references for the physico-chemical properties assessments.  
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Figure 4. Principal component analysis correlating the results of every tested properties on the 

novel emollients (left side) and structure-activity relationship tree (right side).  

This method allows to summarize data in a single biplot which, herein, covers more than 80% 

of information, and thus describes well the overall results obtained. Each property is represented 

on the figure, as a vector: for each vector, the farthest from the center of the biplot, the higher the 

value of the corresponding property. The horizontal and vertical axes of the biplot can represent 

a given property if its vector is in the same direction as an axis. The vector that represents anti -

microbial activity is closed to the vertical axis: antimicrobial properties are then better for the 

monophenols positioned on the bottom side of the figure, ie monophenols synthesized with 

hydrogenated terpenols. The horizontal axis can be described by high UV absorbance values on 

the right side and high antiradical activities on the left side. UV absorbance and antiradical 

activity vectors have almost opposite directions: those two properties are thus anticorrelated. For 

example, a monophenol that has anti-UV properties has lower antiradical properties and vice-
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versa. The same conclusion can be drawn on the viscosity and spontaneous spreading vectors. 

The higher the viscosity, the lower the spontaneous spreading.  

Two vectors forming a right angle represent properties that are independent and not correlated, 

e.g. antiradical activity and anti-microbial properties. 

Two groups (red and purple) have been drawn depending on whether the monophenol has a 

conjugation between its aromatic cycle and the ester. The ACP shows the relation between this 

chemical structure and the potentially related activities: conjugated monophenols (in red) are 

positioned on the right side of the PCA and can thus be described by their high viscosity and 

high UV absorbance. On the other hand, non-conjugated monophenols (in purple) are positioned 

on the left side of the figure, and can be described by the highest values of spontaneous 

spreading and the best antiradical activity.  

Amongst the first two colored groups of molecules, four subsidiary groups can be drawn in 

total, depending on the nature of the bio-based alcohol. Four groups have finally been created, 

that are composed of monophenols with similar structures: at the right top of the biplot, group 1 

which is composed of conjugated monophenols synthesized with unsaturated alcohols; at the left 

top, group 2 with the non-conjugated analogues of group 1; at the left bottom, group 3 with the 

three other non-conjugated monophenols, synthesized either with a saturated terpenol or oleyl 

alcohol; and group 4 at the right bottom with the conjugated analogues of group 3. This analysis 

clearly shows the relation between the chemical structure of the monophenols and their 

properties. 

Finally, this mapping can be used as a formulation tool to select the best candidates depending 

on the specifications needed. Thus, OlMF-HF may be chosen for an important antiradical 
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activity and a low viscosity whereas CMF will be selected for its high viscosity and UV 

absorbance. Also, a structure-activity relationship tree has been drawn (Figure 5) to help the 

prediction of potential properties of a monophenol depending on its structure. Moreover, 

formulators may choose to associate several emollients according to the expected properties.  

CONCLUSION 
Following several green chemistry principles, twelve novel bio-based emollients were 

successfully synthesized from diverse bio-sourced fatty alcohols enzymatically esterified to 

ferulic-based synthons, with very good to excellent scores for two green metrics (MI and 

Ecoscale). Six monophenols with a C-C bond conjugated with their aromatic cycle, and their 6 

non-conjugated analogues were obtained in excellent yield (80-93%).  

The twelve novel emollients were characterized to assess their multifunctional properties: 

seven characteristics were evaluated and were compared to commercially available referents 

typically used for each tested property. UV-filtering and antiradical properties were found to be 

anti-correlated: conjugated monophenols are the best UV-filters with very good stability (LoA 

between 8 and 27%) and non-conjugated ones have the best antiradical properties, with EC50 

below 15 mmol. Monophenols bearing saturated fatty alcohols exhibited the highest anti-

microbial inhibition. Density and surface tension exhibit values close to commercial emollients. 

Conjugated monophenols display the highest viscosity, whereas the non-conjugated ones have 

the highest spontaneous spreading, those two properties being anti-correlated. 

Finally, the mapping of the twelve novel bio-based emollients as a function of the various 

tested properties, represented as a PCA, made it possible to choose the best candidates depending 

on the specification for the formulation of cosmetic products. In the future, it will be interesting 
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to incorporate these emollients in complex media in order to investigate their behaviors with 

other ingredients and to put forward certain emollients. 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
Experimental details, materials and methods, including spectra and experimental data. 
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 SYNOPSIS  
Ferulic acid was functionalized into bio-based multifunctional emollients, reducing the reliance 

on petroleum-based ingredients and promoting sustainability in the cosmetic industry. 
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